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1641 tang tang is with me 

luo chenxi thought that mu weiwei had sent her a message. she quickly picked up the phone and 

answered the call. 

“wei wei, what’s going on with tangtang …” 

“luo chenxi, do you want to know where tang tang is?” 

as soon as luo chenxi spoke, a shrill and ear-piercing voice was heard from the other end of the phone 

and interrupted her question. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. soon after, the alarm in her heart went off. she frowned tightly. 

“who are you? how do you know that tang tang is missing?” 

“hehe.” 

the voice on the other end of the phone had obviously been modified by a voice changer. it sounded 

particularly strange, especially when it laughed, which made people’s scalps go numb. 

” of course i know. because tang tang is with me. ” 

“what? you …” 

luo chenxi felt a chill in her heart. the faint fear that had been lingering in her heart since an hour ago 

burst out in an instant. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

however, the other party didn’t give her a chance to question him. he said directly, ” ” cut the crap. if 

you still want to see tang tang, then do as i say, otherwise … ” 

“what do you mean? what did you do to tang tang?” luo chenxi asked loudly. 

she was both surprised and afraid. according to the person on the phone, the reason why tang tang 

could not be found was not that she had lost her way to play, but that she had been kidnapped! 

if that was the case, then things would be really bad. 

however, luo chenxi tried her best to remain calm. she did not believe the other party’s words 

immediately. instead, she asked coldly, ” “since you said that tang tang is with you, what evidence do 

you have? why should i believe you?” 

“of course i have evidence.” the other party let out a sharp laugh with an unknown meaning. 

luo chenxi frowned. her phone beeped twice all of a sudden just as she was feeling slightly suspicious. it 

was a notification that she had received a text message. 

luo chenxi quickly swiped it open to take a look. in the next second, the blood in her entire body seemed 

to have frozen instantly. 



it was a full-color photo, very clear. 

in the photo, the pitiful little girl whose hands were tied up with ropes and whose mouth was covered 

by the bodyguard was her little dumpling! 

the little ball was still wearing the flower boy’s dress that she had made herself. there were two small 

wings on her back, and she was wearing a pearl-inlaid headband. she was dressed like a little angel. 

however, her white dress was already covered in dust, her small face was full of tears, her expression 

was panicked, and her eyes were red. she was obviously scared. 

luo chenxi’s heart was twisted all of a sudden. she felt a throbbing pain in her chest. her little dumpling 

had actually been kidnapped! 

her heart ached when she saw the little princess, who was usually pampered by the entire family, being 

abused like this. 

meanwhile, the voice on the phone continued to ask,’how is it? did you see the exclusive photo i took 

for miss mu? are you still suspecting me of lying to you? none of them have any experience in taking 

care of children. if anything happens to them, i won’t be responsible …” 

“what do you want?” the anger in luo chenxi’s chest felt like it was about to burst out. she tried her best 

to suppress it so that she could negotiate with the other party as calmly as possible. kidnapping such a 

young child was simply immoral! you should know tang tang’s identity. if she’s hurt, the mu family will 

never let go of the person who hurt her!” 

“hehe, luo chenxi, you’re really interesting. to tell you the truth, if i dare to take this little girl away, i’m 

not afraid of the mu family’s revenge. stop threatening me. “ 

1642 who’s the mastermind behind this? 

the kidnapper’s confident attitude on the other end of the call made luo chenxi feel even more uneasy. 

to be honest, it was not uncommon for a member of a grand family to be kidnapped and blackmailed. 

however, as far as luo chenxi knew, such a situation had never happened to the mu family before. 

on one hand, it was because the mu family attached great importance to security work. the direct 

descendants would be followed by bodyguards when they went out. not only were there bodyguards on 

the surface, but there were also plainclothes bodyguards in the dark. 

on the other hand, it was because of the mu family’s special status. kidnapping a member of the mu 

family would definitely result in the mu family’s crazy revenge. there were not many forces that had the 

courage to bear such consequences. most of them were friends of the mu family. moreover, with such 

strength, it must be the top rich and powerful at home and abroad. everyone wanted face, so they 

would not use such underhanded means. 

now, someone had actually kidnapped xiao tuanzi on this private island … 

not to mention the question of whether they dared to or not, just the difficulty of the operation was too 

high. 



all the guests on the island were invited, and they could only arrive by private planes and yachts. who 

was the other party? how did she kidnap the little dumpling? what was the purpose of doing this? 

countless questions emerged in luo chenxi’s mind. 

however, she didn’t have the time and energy to think about that now. the only and most important 

thing in her heart was to ensure the safety of the little dumpling. 

“you … what is your purpose? do you have any requests? just say it! since you dared to kidnap tang tang, 

you must have some requests. hurry up and tell me. as long as you release tang tang safely, i will agree 

to any requests you have. how much do you want?” 

luo chenxi tried her best to calm herself down in an attempt to deal with the other party. 
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the person on the other end sneered. ” money, luo chenxi. i don’t want money … my request is very 

simple. if you want tangtang to be safe, you’ll have to come over personally to exchange for her. ” as 

long as you follow my instructions to the place i point out, i can consider letting this little girl go back.” 

luo chenxi was taken aback. she squinted her eyes soon after. ” what … do you mean? as long as i go 

over, you’ll be willing to put candy back?” 

“hehe, that’s right, that’s my request. why? ‘luo chenxi, you’re not willing to come and exchange for 

tangtang personally?’ haven’t you always pretended to be selfless and love children? i’m telling you, this 

is my only request!” 

the voice of the person on the other side was getting shrill, as if he could not control the excitement in 

his heart. 

luo chenxi’s mind was filled with thoughts upon hearing that. 

although she was uneasy, she quickly made a judgment of the current situation. 

it seemed that the person who kidnapped the little dumpling was not after the money, but after her … 

who was the mastermind behind this? 

so far, the only person who had had a conflict with her and had such power was fu jiatong, but did the 

conflict between the two of them have to escalate to the level of kidnapping? 

but if it wasn’t fu jiatong, who could it be? 

luo chenxi could not figure it out at the moment. however, she was relieved when the person was 

charging toward her. 

at least, the other party was not here for xiao tuanzi. she had a chance to save her daughter. 

” alright, i’ll go and exchange it for tangtang. no problem. but you have to at least tell me how to find 

you, right? ” luo chenxi lowered her eyes and spoke in a determined tone. 

hearing her relent, the other party smiled even more smugly. ” that’s easy. follow the route i told you. 

now, go out and turn right. ” 



1643 it’s impossible to contact mu yichen 

” alright, don’t be rash. i’ll be right there. ” 

in order to appease the kidnappers, luo chenxi agreed to the request without hesitation. 

however, she did not leave the dressing room immediately. instead, she turned around and sent mu 

yichen a text message. due to the time constraint, she only wrote five words: tang tang was kidnapped! 

luo chenxi was well aware that the forces that kidnapped the little dumpling were certainly well 

prepared. it was impossible for her to rescue the little dumpling on her own, so she could only leave it to 

mu yichen to think of a solution. 

what she had to do now was to go over and calm the kidnappers down, in case they acted rashly and 

hurt the little dumpling. 

she pressed the “send” button, then immediately turned around and walked out of the door. 

however, just as she reached the door, she heard the phone ring again. 

she lowered her head and saw that the message she had just sent had failed. the signal in this area was 

extremely poor. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a second. she was about to send another message when a sharp voice was 

heard from the phone again, ” “luo chenxi, what were you doing just now? ‘send mu yichen a message?’ 

you want to find someone to save you?” 

luo chenxi pursed her lips. ” that’s not true. ” 

“hehe, i don’t care if you have it or not. i’m just advising you to stop wasting your energy. my men have 

secretly installed a device to block signals on the island. all the communication devices on the island are 

useless now. there’s no way you can contact mu yichen!” 
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luo chenxi was shocked. she finally understood why she could not send the text message earlier. 

that was not a coincidence! 

what was the background of these kidnappers? they were so powerful! 

luo chenxi lowered her voice. ” you guys … what on earth do you want? ” 

” ten minutes, luo chenxi. i’ll only give you ten minutes. if you can’t find the location we’ve designated, 

then … don’t blame me for taking action against the children … also, don’t play any tricks. we can 

monitor the location of your cell phone. if you run around, the one who’ll suffer will only be miss mu. do 

you understand? ” 

as soon as the mysterious man finished speaking, the faint sound of the little dumpling crying could be 

heard from the other end of the phone. 

” waa … big sister … i’m in so much pain … i’m so scared … big sister, save me … ” 



luo chenxi’s heart was twisted into a ball. she could not care about anything else anymore. 

“you … you better stop! i’ll be right there, i’ll definitely be there within ten minutes. let go of tang tang!” 

luo chenxi rushed out of the room in a hurry. 

it was apparent that the mysterious man had made ample preparations for the kidnapping. he was 

extremely familiar with the terrain of the island. he guided luo chenxi continuously as they walked 

through the middle of the buildings on the island. 

in the beginning, luo chenxi was praying in secret that she would bump into someone along the way. at 

the very least, she would be able to send out the news through hints. 

however, because the wedding had already started, all the guests and staff had already gone to the 

church. there was not a single passerby on the road. 

luo chenxi sprinted madly all the way according to the mysterious man’s request. she tried to make a 

few calls on the way but there was no signal. 

he had not been able to find an opportunity to contact anyone. 

finally, she came to the shore on the northeast side of the island. 

“very well, luo chenxi. it seems that you’re truly a good wife and mother. you’re quite willing to sacrifice 

for your daughter. haha, very well. just stand here and don’t move.” 

“where are you? where’s tang tang? where are they?” 

luo chenxi stood on the deserted beach and looked around. all of a sudden, she heard the sound of 

waves coming from behind her. 

1644 the wedding has already begun 

a small yacht cut through the calm sea and quickly approached from not far away. 

the exterior of the yacht was painted dark black. fortunately, it was during the day. if it were at night, it 

would be difficult to identify it with the naked eye on the boundless sea. 

the yacht stopped on the shore and the accommodation ladder was lowered. 

“board the boat,” he said. 

luo chenxi hesitated for a moment. she did not step forward immediately. 

she was well aware that if she was on the island, mu yichen and the rest would soon realize that she was 

missing. they could easily find her by launching an inch-by-inch search. 

however, once she was on the yacht and out at sea, it would not be so easy to find her. 

luo chenxi pursed her lips. ” just tell me if you have any requests. there’s no need to … ” 

before she could finish her sentence, she received another photo on her phone. 



the other party did not say anything nonsense and directly sent her a photo of tang tang. the threat 

could not be any clearer. 

“tang tang …” 
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luo chenxi’s heart trembled. she could not afford to risk tang tang being hurt, so she had no choice but 

to board the ship with gritted teeth. 

…… 

in the castle at the center of the island. 

all the guests had already gathered together and were seated according to their arranged seats. 

the entire castle’s decorations were exceptionally luxurious. even if the invited guests were all from the 

rich and powerful families in china, they couldn’t help but marvel at the mu family’s boldness in 

spending a lot of money. 

not to mention those young heiresses, each and every one of them revealed an envious and jealous 

expression. 

” this is definitely the most luxurious wedding i’ve ever attended. even the wedding of the royal family 

of country Y isn’t as grand as this! ” 

“it seems that the mu family really values this daughter-in-law. ‘isn’t luo chenxi’s life a little too good?’ 

what exactly did she do to make the nation’s male idol, young master mu, fall head over heels for her? 

and to make everyone in the mu family like her so much? if she releases a book, i’ll definitely buy it at 

the first moment!” 

“even the president likes her so much, let alone the mu family. this time, i especially flew to the small 

island to witness the marriage of this couple!” 

“i’m so envious, i’m so envious of her! i’ve been dreaming of a wedding like this!” 

the heiresses formed groups of three to five and discussed softly. 

there was also a young lady who was more familiar with the mu family and provided inside information: 

” i heard that the wedding dress luo chenxi is wearing today was custom-made in country f by the mu 

family using her design. the hems of the dress are inlaid with hundreds of diamonds that can blind 

people’s eyes. ” 

“ah? really? the wedding gown was personally designed by xingchen! needless to say, it’s definitely 

beautiful. i’ve always liked her designs. with the diamond …” 

“i’ll definitely take a good look later! too bad i can’t take pictures …” 

not only these rich young ladies, but all the guests at the meeting were craning their necks and looking 

forward with anticipation, waiting to witness today’s wedding of the century. 



however, what these outsiders didn’t expect was that, in a place they couldn’t see, the entire mu family 

had already fallen into chaos. 

in the audience, tan yueru’s expression changed slightly when she heard that the little dumpling had 

gone missing. 

“what? tang tang is missing? they’ve been looking for him for half an hour and still can’t find him? how 

could it be like this! what are you all doing?” 

she looked nervous and stood up at once, wanting to find him personally. 

however, when she got up, she noticed the guests ‘gazes on her, so she forced herself to sit back down. 

1645 what went wrong with the wedding? 

“hurry up and send everyone to find him! check the surveillance cameras at the scene! oh right, he also 

had to check the surveillance cameras above the sea. also, tell jingsi and shixun to keep yichen in check, 

and don’t tell chenxi about it yet. let them finish the wedding first.” 

as the matriarch of the mu family, tan yueru had seen countless big scenes over the years. 

although she was also very anxious about xiao tuanzi’s disappearance, after a calm analysis, she still 

decided to make sure that the wedding went on as planned. 

mu yichen and luo chenxi’s wedding was the focus of the entire hua nation. it would be extremely 

embarrassing for them if anything were to happen during the wedding! 

anyway, the little dumpling definitely wouldn’t go too far. if the wedding was interrupted because of 

this, it would be spread around privately later. who knew what kind of rumors would spread! 

therefore, tan yueru suppressed the uneasiness in her heart and ordered the mu family’s bodyguards to 

look for her while she ordered the wedding to continue. 

at that very moment, the young master of the mu family, who was the groom, had already appeared at 

one end of the church accompanied by he jinsi. 

he was wearing a traditional, hand-made tuxedo. his back was straight as he stood under the sun. 

the collar of his well-ironed shirt set off his deep-set handsome face, making him look more elegant and 

noble. 

on his face, there was no longer the usual cold and indifferent expression. in its place was a look of joy 

that was almost overflowing. 

” now, let’s invite the bride’s grandfather to personally hand the bride over to our groom. ” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

as the wedding emcee’s voice was heard, mu yichen could not hide the smile at the corners of his lips at 

all. he looked at the other end of the church with anticipation. 

according to the wedding procedure, luo chenxi would hold master bai’s hand and walk in from the 

other door a minute later. 



this woman, who had captivated him at first sight, would appear in front of everyone in a breathtakingly 

beautiful wedding dress like an angel who had descended from the sky. 

on the other hand, the most adorable little princess, tang tang, who was the fruit of their love, would 

carry a small flower basket and scatter flowers behind luo chenxi while she ran. 

the only one who was not harmonious was bo shaoxuan. well, it was fine to ignore him. 

the bridegroom, who was satisfied, stood in place, quietly waiting for the last bit of time. 

however, he did not expect that the bride he wanted to see did not appear after five minutes had 

passed. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows. he felt uneasy.’what’s going on? what went wrong with the wedding? 

where’s chenxi?” 

he jinsi, who was by his side, was also surprised, but he was not as nervous as mu yichen. he only smiled 

and said, ” “tsk, tsk, i didn’t expect that our most stable young master mu would also have such a rush? 

your wife is your wife, she can’t run away! he probably miscalculated the time and was delayed for a 

while. or maybe it’s because of old master bai’s legs. he’ll be fine later.” 

mu yichen pursed his lips. he had a feeling that his little woman was not someone who would get the 

time wrong. 

however, he had no other choice at this moment. he could only stand there and wait quietly. 

however, after another ten minutes, the wedding background music repeated a few times. the band 

members who were invited to play the accompaniment were tired, but the bride still had not appeared. 

this time, the guests below the stage all noticed that something was wrong and began to discuss. 

1646 did young mistress mu really run away from the wedding? 

“what’s going on? isn’t it the bride’s turn to appear?” 

“this, this … it can’t be that young mistress mu ran away from the marriage, right? is young master mu 

going to be dumped?” 

“what nonsense are you saying? how was that possible? there was probably a mistake in the wedding 

process? they definitely didn’t arrange it well.” 

” that’s not right. the mu family invited the best team to plan the wedding. how could there be such a 

problem? ” 

for a moment, there were all sorts of people talking about it. 

mu yichen’s expression turned uglier by the second. he turned around and was about to ask he jinsi to 

go out and check on the situation. 

at this moment, the bride’s entrance at the other end of the hall was suddenly pushed open. 

master bai ran in from the door, his wrinkled face flushed red, and he was gasping for breath. 



mu yichen was stunned for a moment. ” old master bai, you’re … where’s chenxi? ” 

“cough, cough, yi … yichen, bad … bad news! chenxi, this girl, seems to have … gone missing!” master bai 

clutched his chest and sat down on the ground. 

the hall fell silent. 
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however, half a minute later, it exploded. 

“what’s the situation? did young mistress mu really run away from the wedding?” 

” no, no, i don’t think it’s possible. no one would break off the engagement at this time. it looks like 

something has happened. can’t you see how anxious old master bai is? ” 

“what’s the situation?” 

mu yichen’s heart skipped a beat upon hearing this. the smile on his face vanished instantly. 

the accompanying music also stopped, and the festive atmosphere in the hall was swept away in an 

instant. 

mu yichen could not hold himself back anymore. he rushed toward old master bai in a few steps. ” old 

master, what’s going on? where’s chenxi? what missing? didn’t you pick him up?” 

master bai was old, and his health was not good. after running for a long time, he was out of breath. 

after resting for a while, he forced himself to say, ” “i … i don’t know. weiwei should have brought chenxi 

to my lounge 20 minutes ago. we happened to come here together, but when the time came, chenxi 

didn’t show up. i called her, but for some reason, there was no signal at all.” 

“just now, i asked wei wei to go to the bride’s dressing room to look for her, but … she couldn’t have 

found her. chenxi, she … she couldn’t have run away from the wedding, right? what … what the hell is 

going on?” 

mu yichen’s face turned ghastly pale upon hearing that. he dashed out of the hall immediately. 

the guests couldn’t hear the conversation between him and master bai. seeing his reaction, they were in 

an uproar. 

“yichen, yichen, calm down. ” don’t be anxious. sister-in-law has always been reliable. she wouldn’t run 

away from a marriage for no reason … ” he jinsi quickly followed behind him and chased after him. as he 

ran, he tried to persuade him. 

mu yichen took out his phone and called luo chenxi. his expression turned gloomier when he realized 

that the signal could not be reached. he gritted his teeth and said, ” “i know that she wouldn’t run away 

from the wedding, so this is not normal! something’s wrong. something must have happened to chenxi! 

we have to find her quickly!” 

the moment he saw master bai, he realized that luo chenxi must have encountered some irresistible 

resistance. otherwise, it would be impossible for her not to show up at the wedding. 



at that time, his heart sank. 

how could luo chenxi possibly go missing for no reason on this extremely secluded island? where did she 

go? 

who was it that dared to lay a hand on his woman? 

1647 it’s you! 

on the black yacht. 

as soon as luo chenxi boarded the ship, she was sandwiched between two burly bodyguards and 

brought to the cabin. 

luo chenxi’s pupils constricted for a moment when she opened the door and peeked inside. 

“it’s you!” 

in the luxuriously decorated cabin, a woman with heavy makeup stood up from the sofa. she took off 

her sunglasses and a malicious sneer appeared on her face. 

“luo chenxi, you didn’t expect me to be the one who wanted to see you, did you? how was it? are you 

surprised to see your sister?” 

luo chenxi’s face turned pale all of a sudden. 

luo chenxin’s appearance was beyond her expectations! 

mu yichen had caught luo chenxin after he rescued bai shixun and fang ziqian from the F battalion. he 

had even handed her over to the tang family to deal with. 

it was said that the tang family had even locked her up in the lowest private brothel to receive guests. 

even though mu yichen refused to discuss the matter because he did not wish for her to witness such a 

dirty scene, luo chenxi still managed to find out more about the situation from bai shixun. 
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how could luo chen come out alive when his heart was in that kind of place? 

moreover, judging from luo chenxin’s dress and the luxurious decorations on the yacht, she seemed to 

be living a good life! 

“you … luo chenxin, what are you doing here? didn’t you …” 

“i’m not what?” luo chenxin scanned luo chenxi’s body from head to toe with a venomous gaze. ” do you 

think that i’ll never be able to get out of that place just because you’re clinging onto young master mu’s 

thigh and locking me up in that place? hehe, you’ve underestimated me! not only did i not die, i even 

escaped!” 

luo chenxi was secretly shocked when she met her sinister gaze. at the same time, a wisp of fear arose in 

her heart. 

however, she wasn’t afraid of her own situation, but for xiao tuanzi. 



luo chenxin’s mental state was already very abnormal. she did not know what kind of suffering the little 

dumpling would suffer if she fell into the hands of such a perverted woman. she had to think of a 

solution quickly. 

she didn’t care what happened to her, but the little dumpling was less than four years old. she couldn’t 

die here. 

while luo chenxi was pondering, luo chenxin was sizing her up too. 

luo chenxi was still dressed in her diamond wedding dress that was worth tens of millions of dollars. she 

was also wearing a full set of emerald jewelry. luo chenxin was envious of her attire. 

luo chenxin was so jealous that her heart ached when she thought of the luxurious decorations on the 

island that she had seen from afar on the yacht. 

the status of the mu family’s young mistress was clearly hers, and she was only one step away from it! 

in the end, it was snatched away by the sl * t, luo chenxi! 

at the thought of this, the hatred in luo chenxin’s heart grew deeper.’luo chenxi, i’m afraid that you’ve 

never thought that you’d end up in my hands one day, have you? hahahaha, god is really kind. you made 

me like this. when i was in paris, i thought that as long as i was alive, i would come back for you and pay 

you back double the pain i’ve suffered!” 

luo chenxi’s heart shuddered upon hearing her witch-like laughter. 

however, at this moment, she did not even have the right to be afraid. 

as a mother, all she could think of was to protect her child! 

luo chenxi took a deep breath and said with a calm expression, ” ” luo chenxin, i know how much you 

hate me without you telling me, but the child is innocent. i’m here according to your request. can you 

put tang tang in?” 

1648 this isn’t the right way to ask for help 

“hehehe, luo chenxi, aren’t you the young mistress of the mu family now? why was he still acting like 

that country bumpkin who had never seen the world? do you really believe that i’ll let go of that bastard 

child of yours?” 

luo chenxin looked up and laughed. the expression on her face became distorted, and her eyes were full 

of ridicule. 

luo chenxi was slightly disappointed in her heart when she was rejected in such a straightforward 

manner. however, she did not reveal much of her expression. 

in fact, she had already guessed that this would be the result before she came over. 

it was definitely not an easy task for luo chenxin to successfully kidnap xiao tuanzi. she must have spent 

a lot of manpower and resources in advance and prepared for a long time to find an opportunity like 

today, where no one was guarding against her. 



how could they let go of someone they had spent so much effort to catch? 

luo chenxi pursed her lips. she remained expressionless. ” then, what do i have to do to make you put 

tangtang in? ” even if you don’t want to let her go, at least let me see her and make sure that the 

hostage is safe and sound. otherwise, why should i make a deal with you and satisfy your request?” 

luo chenxin had already gone crazy due to jealousy and hatred. ” i’m not here to make a deal with you. 

luo chenxi, i’ve come to you to make you suffer and feel terrible! do you think i’ll let that wretched girl 

go so easily? he he he!” 

she paused and continued,”how about this, do you want to see your daughter?” if you can make me 

happy and satisfied, i might be merciful and let you and your daughter see each other again before you 

die. what do you think … of that?” 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly. she wished that she could give luo chenxin a tight slap when she saw 

his twisted face. 

however, there were so many bodyguards around her and tang tang was still in her hands … 
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“so, what do you want me to do? what is your request?” said luo chenxi through gritted teeth. 

luo chenxin did not speak immediately. instead, she crossed her arms and stared at luo chenxi for a 

while as if she was sizing up the goods. she looked at luo chenxi until she had goosebumps all over her 

body.”well … i haven’t thought about it completely. however, young mistress mu, this isn’t the right way 

to ask for help. at the very least, you have to kneel on the ground to beg, right?” 

luo chenxi squinted her eyes and shifted her gaze to luo chenxin’s face. 

luo chenxin raised her chin and smiled proudly. ” “what’s wrong? can’t our good mother even kneel for 

her daughter?” 

luo chenxi knelt on the ground without any hesitation. 

she was a girl with a very high self-esteem. she would never bend her knees and bow to mu yichen even 

if she was in front of him. however, she did not have any psychological barrier at all for the sake of her 

daughter. she did as she was told at once. 

luo chenxi’s forthright attitude surprised luo chenxin. 

in her opinion, her child was just a tool to help her marry into a rich family. it was impossible for her to 

give up her enjoyment for the sake of her child. luo chenxi was her sister, so she should have the same 

thoughts as her. 

he did not expect luo chenxi to bow her head so easily for the sake of her daughter. 

in that case, how could she still feel the thrill of humiliating luo chenxi? 

she thought for a moment and the smile on her lips appeared again. ” you caused me to be in this state. 

shouldn’t you apologize to me? how about this, you slap yourself a hundred times and beg for my 

forgiveness as you do so …” 



1649 why is she so beautiful?! 

“maybe i’ll feel better if i hear a loud slap …” he said. 

luo chenxin stretched out her hand and scratched luo chenxi’s delicate face gently with her sharp nails. a 

wave of hatred arose in her heart again. 

in the past, she had intentionally done plastic surgery to look exactly like luo chenxi. however, there was 

already a clear difference between their appearances now. when they stood together, others could tell 

them apart at a glance. 

that was because she had suffered a great deal of damage in paris. her face was so old that it could not 

be seen. she was haggard and had wrinkles. although she had gone to H country to get a new injection 

of hyaluronic acid after becoming the young lady of the faires family, she still looked unnatural. 

however, what about luo chenxi? she had a beautiful face in the first place. her family and career were 

thriving under mu yichen’s love. one could tell from her appearance that she was becoming more and 

more delicate and beautiful with each passing day. 

why was she so beautiful?! 

the contrast made luo chenxin feel even more miserable. she exerted force in her fingers and was about 

to scratch luo chenxi’s face. 

luo chenxi dodged backward subconsciously and dodged the attack. 

“luo chenxi, you still dare to dodge? don’t you want that little b * stard’s life anymore? hurry up and slap 

yourself, the louder the better. i advise you not to test my patience …” 

luo chenxi clenched her teeth hard. she could already taste the faint taste of blood in her mouth. 

luo chenxin really knew how to torture others. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

if the bodyguard had slapped her, she would have just treated it as if she had been bitten by a dog. 

however, she had to kneel down and slap herself, and she had to beg for mercy from luo chenxin … 

“what’s wrong? why aren’t you moving?” luo chenxin urged him with a smile. 

luo chenxi raised her hand slowly and was about to slap her face. 

just then, a child’s sharp cry came from the cabin on the other side of the wall. 

luo chenxi’s heart skipped a beat. ” tangtang! ” 

…… 

on the small island, mu yichen had already given the order to end the wedding. 

his face was gloomy as he personally led his men to search the island. 

” zhuofeng, go and get all the surveillance cameras on the island, especially the ones near the bride’s 

dressing room. find out who went in and how chenxi left. ” 



“shixun, bring some men and seal off the entire island. the private planes on the tarmac and the yachts 

on the dock are not allowed to leave!” 

” yiling, take some men with you and search every room on the island. remember, every single room! ” 

upon hearing mu yichen’s order, mu yiling’s expression was troubled. 

“ahem, brother, isn’t this request a little too much? the guests on the island were all distinguished 

guests! won’t they be unhappy if we search their rooms one by one …” 

“so what if i’m dissatisfied? you can just bring your men and charge in. whoever has an opinion, let him 

come to me personally! i’d like to see who dares to not give face to the mu family!” mu yichen’s face 

was filled with arrogance and ruthlessness. ” besides, all the guests here are friends with the mu family. 

any normal person would cooperate when they find out that your sister-in-law is missing. those who 

refuse to cooperate are the most suspicious. you must search them carefully, understand? ” 

luo chenxi’s disappearance had made him extremely anxious. without the woman who could touch the 

soft spot in his heart with her every frown and smile, the ferocity in his blood was completely triggered. 

even mu yiling was trembling in fear when he met his brother’s gaze. 

“yes, yes, i understand. i’ll get it done immediately!” 

1650 found shaoxuan 

mu yiling did not dare to stay here and endure his elder brother’s anger. after he heard the order 

clearly, he immediately ran away as if his butt was on fire. 

every time something happened to his sister-in-law, his brother would turn into a weapon of mass 

destruction. whoever touched him would be unlucky. 

mu yichen assigned tasks to each of his trusted friends. he turned to look and could not help frowning. ” 

that’s strange. where’s tingyuan? where is he?” 

at this moment, he suddenly remembered that he had not seen bo tingyuan for a long time. 

although bo tingyuan was not the best man, as the groom’s good friend, he should have been by his side 

today. however, in reality, before the wedding started, bo tingyuan had been gone. 

of course, mu yichen would not suspect that bo tingyuan had anything to do with luo chenxi’s 

disappearance. he was simply anxious because he lacked a useful person. 

when tan yueru heard mu yichen mention bo tingyuan, she walked over quickly with a guilty look on her 

face. 

” yichen, i … i have something to tell you. you must stay calm. everyone needs you to stay calm. actually, 

i received news halfway through the wedding that tang tang … ” 

tan yueru had chased after mu yichen when the wedding had just ended. she wanted to tell him about 

the little dumpling’s disappearance. however, mu yichen had been directing the search for the little 

dumpling. she could not find a chance to speak as she was surrounded by a group of people. 



it was only at this moment that he managed to say it out. 

mu yichen smacked the table heavily upon hearing tan yueru’s words. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the crystal glasses on the table bounced up from the shock and fell to the ground, making a clattering 

sound for a long time. 

tan yueru was frightened by his anger. it seemed that her son was really angry this time! 

however, she could totally understand mu yichen’s feelings. today was supposed to be his happiest day, 

but in the end, the wedding was canceled halfway. the whereabouts of the woman he loved and their 

daughter were unknown … 

who knew what had happened to the two people he loved the most? 

mu yichen’s body swayed for a moment. he almost fainted on the spot. 

“yichen, what … what’s wrong? ” calm down, you … ” tan yueru’s face changed and she rushed to help 

her son. 

mu yichen pushed her away and steadied himself. the expression on his face gradually calmed down. ” 

i’m fine, mother. i’m fine. don’t worry. ” it’s definitely not a coincidence that chenxi and tang tang 

disappeared at the same time. they need me and i can’t fall. i know.” 

he stood up straight, took a deep breath, and prepared to arrange for someone to investigate the little 

dumpling. 

at this moment, a tall figure ran over from the corridor in the distance. he was very fast and was holding 

a ball of something in his arms. 

when he ran closer, everyone realized that it was bo tingyuan, who they had not seen for a few hours. 

the person in his arms was bo shaoxuan! 

bo shaoxuan was obviously in a state of unconsciousness. his small face was as pale as paper, and there 

was no trace of blood on his lips. his entire small body was limp in his father’s arms, motionless. 

seeing this scene, a hint of joy flashed in the eyes of the mu family. they all walked forward and 

surrounded young master bo. 

“tingyuan, you … have you found shaoxuan and tangtang? that’s great, that’s great! is shaoxuan alright? 

and where’s our tang tang?” tan yueru couldn’t wait to ask. 

however, bo tingyuan’s serious expression was the only response she got. 

“aunt mu, i didn’t find tang tang.” 

 


